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Design
Defining

Introduction
pringuer-james Consulting Engineers (pjCE) is a dynamic and forward thinking team of structural and civil engineers, 
based in London.

As a practice we have considerable experience in the design of Commercial, Residential and Educational buildings for 
both new build construction and sympathetic refurbishment of structures that need to be retained.

We collaborate with a range of clients, including Architects, Developers, Design-&-Build Contractors and private 
individuals with the common goal to always develop the optimum building solution for each specific project, thereby 
maximising value to the client.

Founded in 2004, the practice strives to deliver high quality and creative engineering on each project, drawing upon past 
experience while embracing new innovations and technology to deliver the greatest benefit to our clients. 

Design Approach
The pjCE practice prides itself on delivering innovation in design with an entirely cohesive project style, developing 
designs from initial briefing and first concept, through to final design stage, planning and construction phases.  

Our close collaboration with clients enables us to to deliver a unique and cost-effective solution regardless of the 
size or complexity of the brief.  

The use of 3D analysis tools and REVIT are adopted as standard for complex problem solving to ensure even the most 
bespoke structures can be documented in the best possible way to simplify the construction phase.

Working in an open-plan environment, the team share and discuss blue-prints and drawings, allowing for cross-
fertilisation of ideas and the delivery of the absolute best in structural design, every time.

We deliver a full suite of services. In addition to structural design, we can provide pre-planning feasibility studies, 
temporary works design, Basement Impact Assesments for local councils and act as party Wall Engineers. We have 
successfully negotiated with LUL and Network Rail (Crossrail II) on a number of projects.Company Ethos

pjCE is a dynamic and cutting edge design practice.  

From its very inception, pjCE has aimed to operate only to the highest standards in terms of quality control and 
delivering design solutions. We believe in building strong and lasting relationships with our clients by understanding their 
needs and ensuring that these are met. PJCE
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Devise • Design • Deliver

pjCE have considerable experience in the design of residential buildings and have undertaken both refurbishment 
and new build in a variety of materials.

Residential projects range from several iceberg houses in The Bishops Avenue to a 5 storey, double basement 
home with private jetty overlooking the Thames. Large scale residential developments include an 82 unit 
residential block overlooking the Regents Canal and the sympathetic redevelopment of the 125,000 square foot 
Grade II listed Grosvenor Gardens House, comprising residential units with shops and restaurants at street level.

pjCE have completed the ‘largest’ CLT frame built, in Dalston, London and a variety of structures including a new 
commercial 7 floor block in Aylesbury Street, London

pjCE have developed structures in concrete, steel and timber / CLT and provide temporary works design for 
complex schemes. pjCE are currently completing the design of 17-21 Wenlock Road, the tallest CLT building in 
Europe.

pjCE provide engineering solutions to architectural proposals including staircases, balustrades, cladding, 
double basements with swimming pools and shuttle parking.

pjCE have recently completed the structural design for Alconbury Business park in Cambridge and multiple 
central London commercial office schemes.

Residential &
Commercial Buildings
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the FUTURE
Designing Buildings for

PJCE

Hotels & Leisure

Education

In addition to a 440 room hotel in Camden, and leisure centre in Kent, pjCE have completed the design of a multi-
cinema complex structure for Everyman Cinemas within the Trinity Leeds shopping centre

pjCE’s development of the design of the 20 storey Collindale  
Apart Hotel nearing completion. This property is adjacent to an 

LUL rail line and pjCE are conducting the negotiations with Tube 
Lines for approval of the double basement construction.

pjCE has been engaged in the design of various school campus developments including both new build and 
refurbishment of existing facilities. Completed projects include a new music and ICT complex a new Boarding House 
for pangboune College and the new Univercity of Liverpool post graduate campus in London.  pjCE have also 
completed the refurbishment of several central London Victorian school buildings where space is at a premium, in 
order to form additional loft space, basements and recreational areas.
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Master Planning
pjCE provide civil and structural design support to master planning stages 
and are involved in the Hackney and Tower Hamlets master plan straddling 
both boroughs.  

Modular Design/Construction
pjCE have developed many modular structures from small 3 storey 
buildings to the 20 storey building in Colindale. 
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